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una guerra... combattuta in camera da letto senza esclusione di
colpi. Jennifer Probst è l'autrice della serie dei Contratti, di cui
fanno parte: Contratto indecente Contratto fatale Contratto di
passione Contratto finale

Afterburn / Aftershock Prabhat Prakashan
Carolina Conte è innamorata fin da quando era piccola del
migliore amico del fratello Michael, Max Gray. Ma benché,
adesso sia cresciuta, si sia laureata e lavori nell’azienda di
Michael di cui Max è CEO, la sua famiglia continua a trattarla
come il brutto anatroccolo di casa e Max sembra notarla appena.
Finché, complice una conferenza con cena a seguire, Carolina e
Max trascorrono insieme una notte di passione cui segue, per
imposizione della famiglia, un matrimonio riparatore. Max si
sente in trappola, Carolina è furiosa, il matrimonio inizia con

Heart of Steel Melville House
USA TODAY bestselling author Sarah Morgan will sweep you away with her
Puffin Island series! Happily-Ever-After isn’t on Emily Donovan’s agenda…
Emily’s been too swept up in a challenging year of firsts—from becoming a
stand-in mum to her niece Lizzy to moving to remote but beautiful Puffin
Island—to think about love. But that’s before charismatic local yacht club
owner Ryan Cooper kisses her… Ryan knows Emily has a complicated past that
she’s struggling to face. So he makes it his mission to help her unwind and
enjoy the chemistry they share. Can the welcoming community of Puffin Island
work their magic on Emily and get her to take her biggest leap of trust
yet—putting her heart in someone else’s hands?

Miss Leavitt's Stars: The Untold Story of the
Woman Who Discovered How to Measure the
Universe (Great Discoveries) Simon and Schuster
Jill Mansell's bestseller THE UNPREDICTABLE
CONSEQUENCES OF LOVE is an unforgettable tale
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of sunny days on the beach, Cornwall in the
perfect read with no flaws and had me hooked
summer and secrets about to be revealed. Perfect from start to finish' Amazon reviewer, 5 stars
for readers of Lucy Diamond and Veronica Henry. Il libro degli incantesimi Simon and Schuster
In the idyllic seaside town of St Carys, Sophie Executive Seduction was previously published as Heart of Steel. Now
is putting the past firmly behind her. When Josh available for the first time ever in audio. Logan Grant knew Chandler
arrives in St Carys to run the family hotel, he was trouble the moment he laid eyes on her. He agrees to her business
can't understand why Sophie has zero interest in proposal because he wants a guaranteed profit...and he wants Chandler
letting any man into her life. He also can't
Santell. But a dangerous game of love, power and greed play out
understand how he's been duped into employing
behind the scenes. The payout is worth millions, but only if he can
Sophie's impulsive friend Tula, whose crush on
claim her heart. Chandler Santell has successfully avoided rich and
him is decidedly unrequited. St Carys has more
powerful men who believe more in money than in people. But when
than its fair share of characters, including the her Yoga and Arts Center is on the verge of financial ruin, there's only
charming but utterly feckless surfer Riley
one man who can help her: Logan Grant--the most ruthless CEO in the
Bryant, who has a massive crush on Tula. Riley's finance industry. He's her only hope and she's willing to do anything to
aunt is superstar author Marguerite Marshall.
save her dream. Absolutely anything. -Jennifer Probst is carving her
And Marguerite has designs on Josh's
way into the hearts of readers with each new breath-catching romance.grandfather...who in turn still adores his
--NYT & USA Today Bestselling Author Catherine Bybee -What a
glamorous ex-wife, Dot... Just how many secrets ride...a lovely romance made of passion, intrigue, and discovery, a
can one seaside town keep? What readers are
story where even a heart of steel can melt when it gets to experience
saying about The Unpredictable Consequences of
the reality of unconditional love.- --My Book Addiction Review
Love: 'The way in which the various stories
-Jennifer Probst delivers a good bout of searing sensuality together
played out - with all their twists and turns,
with a story that sizzles in all the right ways.- -- Maldivian Book
laughs and real sadness - against the vividly
Reviewer's Realm of Romance, on Heart of Steel -A lovely romance
drawn Cornish setting made for quite engrossing made of passion, intrigue and discovery, a story where even a heart of
reading' Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars
steel can melt when it gets to experience the reality of unconditional
'Wonderfully witty, highly compelling and
love...- -- Bookish Temptations, on Heart of Steel
absolutely impossible to resist' Goodreads
The Marriage Trap Melville House
reviewer, 5 stars 'So much love is flowing in
Rules for a perfect life . . . Rule One: Do not ditch the man
this little seaside town and each of the
everyone says is perfect for you because he eats the last
characters are loveable and entertaining. The
yellow jelly-baby in the bag. Rule Two: Do not move to a
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can’t… Steele, a KGI team leader, is an enigma not even his
shack in the country to 'find yourself' and inadvertently
become an object of ridicule for the locals. Rule Three: Do teammates understand. His emotions are tightly locked down
and nothing can break that icy exterior. Nothing except Maren
not fall for a man who has two children who hate you, a
saintly dead wife you can never live up to and a mother who Scofield, a doctor on a mission, a woman who has gotten under
thinks you are the hired help. Maggie wants the perfect life – Steele’s skin and threatens to crack that unflappable cool he’s
legendary for. Steele is determined not to allow Maren past his
but if she keeps breaking the rules can she ever have it?
A Private Venus National Geographic Books
The highly anticipated third novel in the Searching For series from
Jennifer Probst, “one of the most exciting breakout novelists” (USA
TODAY), featuring a runaway bride and the man who wants to be
more than just her best friend… Genevieve MacKenzie has her life
completely under control. About to wed the charming Chief doctor at
the local hospital, she’s an up-and-coming surgeon with everything
she could ever want. Until an escape through the church window on
the day of her wedding sends her life into a tailspin…and flings her
right into her best friend’s arms. When Wolfe catches his best friend
falling out a window on her wedding day, he doesn’t ask questions.
He whisks her away, determined to watch over her and discover the
truth behind her desperate escape. But when his feelings turn more
than platonic, he realizes he may risk his most important relationship
in order to protect his damaged heart, and the woman he loves. Can
Genevieve and Wolfe’s friendship turn into something deeper—or is it
already too late for true love?

Meant to Be Simon and Schuster
The next heart pounding novel in the KGI series from Maya
Banks, the New York Times bestselling author of Rush, Fever,
and Burn, the Breathless trilogy. The Kelly Group International
(KGI): A super-elite, top secret, family-run business.
Qualifications: High intelligence, rock-hard body, military
background. Mission: Hostage/kidnap victim recovery.
Intelligence gathering. Handling jobs the U.S. government

carefully guarded defenses. But when she’s in danger, there’s
no way he’ll allow anyone else to protect her. Maren’s hiding
something. He’s sure of it. But he isn’t prepared for the
shocking discovery her secrets reveal. Or how they will forever
alter the course of his destiny. He has a decision to make. Hold
tight and shut her out. Or take a chance on something more
powerful than he’s ever faced: Love.

Twelve Years a Slave Montlake Romance
“A short, excellent account of [Leavitt’s] extraordinary life and
achievements.”—Simon Singh, New York Times Book Review At the
beginning of the twentieth century, scientists argued over the size of
the universe: was it, as the astronomer Harlow Shapley argued, the
size of the Milky Way, or was there more truth to Edwin Hubble’s
claim that our own galaxy is just one among billions? The answer to
the controversy—a “yardstick” suitable for measuring the cosmos—was
discovered by Henrietta Swan Leavitt, who was employed by the
Harvard Observatory as a number cruncher, at a wage not dissimilar
from that of workers in the nearby textile mills. Miss Leavitt’s Stars
uncovers her neglected history, and brings a fascinating and turbulent
period of astronomical history to life.

Beautiful Bitch Pebble
A Simon & Schuster eBook. Simon & Schuster has a great book
for every reader.
Cult Television Corbaccio
This novel has been awarded the Trofeo Cittadella 2018, the
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most prestigious Italian award in the field of fantasy literature,
of power reminiscent of Martin's game of thrones, although
during Deepcon19.Follow me on www.robhimmel.com for all
unfolding considerably faster. The pacing is quick and relentless,
detailsStupidity kills more than blades do.The balance is
with no pauses, a new development in every page, be it a fight, a
shattered.The pieces are on the board. The game of power has murder or a revelation." I Mondi Fantastici"Reading this often
begun and will demand a blood price.When Lynx, Ganderia's
makes one hold their breath. It is a story rich in intrigue,
most infamous assassin, makes his unexpected return to the
subterfuge and 'No, that can't be!' moments. An original and
capital after ten years, the balance of powers shatters. The eight thrilling story." A me piace... leggere!"It's an intriguing novel
organizations managing the city from the shadows awaken from thanks to its ability to create a suspenseful atmosphere
their slumber and resume their plotting and scheming. King
throughout, a story with relentless pacing in which characters
Nuldest is prepared to do anything to uncover the reason why,
move cautiously and cunningly, calculating every move, skilled
after all this time, the man has come back and doesn't hesitate to players in a chess game against death." Finestra sul
put the Order on the task. And Eel won't waste an opportunity to Mondo"Intrigue, friendship, betrayal, power struggles, these are
chase and seize her dream: to become the greatest assassin in the elements that make up the novel. Since the very first lines,
history, making a name for herself at Lynx's expenses... Even the suspense is king. A thrilling adventure to be read in one sitting."
enigmatic Queen is ready to play her hand. The game of deceit Mondo fantasy"If you are fond of George R.R. Martin works you
is afoot. Who will triumph?From the blogs: "An unconventional
can't miss this book. A perfect balance of intriguing plot and
fantasy novel. It would be great if some producer acknowledged smooth writing." Urban, Fantasy & Co."A book full of intrigues
this novel and thought of bringing it to the big screen." Universo and twists, an ensemble story playing with the feelings and
Fantasy"Mystery takes the stage along with a thick web of
ambitions of its protagonists, building a story in which no one
intrigue, betrayal, lies and deceit, with a surprise ending that
reveals their real intentions and events follow each other with
leaves a smile on your lips." La Bottega dei libri incantati"Finally inexorable ferocity. A compelling reading, to be devoured page
a fantasy novel, or better yet a fantasy thriller, with a spy story
after page." Il Gufo lettore
capable of transporting me to a different, upside-down world,
The Scarlet Blades Harper Collins
shocking and enticing because of it. I can only bow before Rob UN UOMO POTENTE E SPREGIUDICATO,
Himmel and tell him, with deference, that I tip my hat to him." Les UN'AFFASCINANTE MAESTRA DI YOGA, DUE MONDI SOLO
Fleurs du Mal"This book's greatest virtue lies in Himmel's ability APPARENTEMENTE INCONCILIABILI... Logan Grant si è reso
to never let the true intentions of his creatures shine, leaving the conto di essere finito nei pasticci non appena ha messo gli occhi
reader actively involved in investigating them, trying to imagine su Chandler. Ha accettato l’affare che lei gli proponeva perché
what will be the next upset in the vast web of power games they voleva ricavarne un buon profitto ma... adesso è lei che vuole. E
set up." Infiniti mondi"In The Scarlet Blades we witness a game accetta di partecipare a un gioco in cui amore, desiderio e
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potere si mescolano pericolosamente. La posta in gioco sono
inedito che vi farà entrare nell’intimità della coppia più
milioni di dollari, ma Logan riuscirà ad averli solo se otterrà il
affascinante di sempre: Alex e Nick.
anche il cuore di Chandler. Chandler Santell ha sempre evitato Heaven, Texas Simon and Schuster
uomini ricchi e potenti che credono più nei soldi che nell’amore. Two broken hearts discover an unpredictable path to healing in an
Ma quando il suo prestigioso Centro di yoga si trova sull’orlo del emotional romance about fate and second chances by New York
Times bestselling author Jennifer Probst. It's been two years since
fallimento, l’unico uomo che può aiutarla è Logan Grant, il
peggior squalo nel mondo della finanza. E Chandler è disposta a Chiara Kennedy lost her dearest friend, Rory. Chiara misses
everything about her. Rory's widowed husband is another story.
tutto per salvare il suo sogno. Proprio tutto.
First Time in Forever U of Minnesota Press
Never mix business with pleasure. Never bring politics into the
bedroom. In a way I did both when I took Jackson Rutledge as a
lover. I can't say I wasn't warned. Two years later, he was back.
Walking into a deal I'd worked hard to close. Under the tutelage of Lei
Yeung, one of the sharpest businesswomen in New York, I had
picked up a thing or two since Jax walked away. I wasn't the girl he
once knew, but he hadn't changed. Unlike the last time we'd drifted
into each other's lives, I knew exactly what I was dealing with... and
how addictive his touch could be. The inner circle of glamour, sex,
and privilege was Jax's playground--but this time, I knew the rules of
the game. In the cutthroat business world, one adage rules all: keep
your enemies close and your ex-lovers closer...

Monument 14: Sky on Fire Simon and Schuster
UN RACCONTO INEDITO, UN FILTRO D'AMORE E IL MENU
PERFETTO PER LA SEDUZIONE. *** Vi ricordate quando
Alexa McKenzie, disperatamente alla ricerca di un uomo, aveva
provato a fare un incantesimo accendendo un fuoco nel salotto
di casa? La sua storia d’amore e di passione con Nick
sembrerebbe provare l’efficacia dell’incantesimo in questione,
vero? Per questo Jennifer Probst ha deciso di condividerlo con
tutti i suoi lettori, insieme a un menu studiato apposta per
sedurre l’uomo o la donna della vostra vita e a un racconto

Sebastian Ryder is a man Chiara had secretly wanted, let slip away,
and hoped to never see again. Then fate throws them together for an
unexpected one-night stand and a morning after of new challenges.
Sebastian had a soul mate in Rory. Shutting down after his tragic
loss, he kept a cool distance from everyone--including Chiara, with
whom he once shared a deep if fleeting affection. That was over and
done with a long time ago. But when they meet again, old emotions
resurface along with a heart-wounding past that haunts them both. As
Chiara and Sebastian grow closer, finally getting to know each other,
Chiara struggles with feelings of guilt even as she cherishes her
second chance with Sebastian. Will fate allow them to overcome the
past, or are they destined to always wonder if they are truly meant to
be?

The Unpredictable Consequences of Love HQN Books
All hell breaks loose when two unforgettable people
discover love, laughter, passion — and a match that can only
be made in Heaven. Come heck or high water, Gracie Snow
is determined to drag the legendary ex-jock Bobby Tom
Denton back home to Heaven, Texas, to begin shooting his
first motion picture. Despite his dazzling good looks and
killer charm, Bobby Tom has reservations about being a
movie star — and no plans to cooperate with a prim and
bossy Ohio wallflower whom he can’t get off his mind or out
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of his life. Instead, the hell-raising playboy decides to make quite delightful. Grace Douglas is sure she’ll never learn to
her over from plain Jane to Texas wildcat. But nothing’s
ski, but instructor Jacob Baxter could teach her lessons of a
more dangerous than a wildcat with an angel’s heart in a
different kind… Can a southern California transplant survive
town too small for a bad boy to hide.
Montana’s deep snows? Melody Anne, author of the
Searching for Perfect Blueheart Press
bestselling Andersons series, melts the icy drifts completely
“The legend goes that when you are in your mother’s womb, you
away with the heat between sexy Hawk Winchester and
know all about the mystery of creation, the origins of the world until
brand-new teacher Natalie Duncan… What could be hotter
the end of time. When you are born, a messenger flies over your
cradle and puts a finger on your lips so that the secret of life will never than a firefighter? Kate Meader shows how hot it can get as
Beck Rivera and heiress-turned-tattoo-artist Darcy
escape. The finger erases your memory forever and leaves a mark,
which all of us have above our upper lip. All of us, except me. The day Cochrane discover that nothing ignites holiday flames like
I was born, the messenger forgot to come and see me, and I
rekindling a lost love…
remember everything.”From the top of Ethiopian plateaus to the
frozen lakes of the Northern Ural, Marc Levy’s latest novel concludes
the breathtaking epic started with The First Day. Love is the ultimate
adventure, but it can be dangerous.

Traitors to All Corbaccio
Picking up where Beautiful Bastard left off, Chloe Mills and
Bennett Ryan continue their steamy, combative relationship in
this new novella. Just when Chloe’s career starts to take off,
The First Night Corbaccio
Bennett wishes it would all slow down long enough to spend a
New York Times and USA TODAY bestselling indie authors wild night alone with his girlfriend. But after he refuses to take no
Jennifer Probst, Emma Chase, Kristen Proby, Melody Anne, for an answer, Chloe and Bennett find themselves with two
and debut author Kate Meader come together to write a
plane tickets, one French Villa, and a surprising conversation
sizzling romance anthology. Outside it may be frosty, so
that, predictably, leaves them wrestling under the covers.
turn the heat way up with these stories of desire! Can a
Contratto di passione Simon and Schuster
“Nonstop sexual tension crackles off the page” (Laura Kaye) in
determined woman executive and a playboy billionaire
the sizzling final installment in the New York Times and USA
survive being stranded together in a snowstorm? Jennifer
Probst depicts an encounter almost too hot to handle… DrewTODAY bestselling Marriage to a Billionaire saga by Jennifer
Probst. Her sisters have found wedded bliss with their wealthy,
and Kate play an encore to Tangled in this sexy take on a
wonderful dream men, but not Julietta Conte. She’s stayed on
“Christmas Carol” by Emma Chase. When a Christmas
terra firma as top executive of the family’s corporation, La Dolce
Eve argument condemns Drew to a troubled night, three
Famiglia bakery. Work is her passion, and her trendy Milan
dream women teach him that no gift could be more
apartment her sanctuary . . . until Sawyer Wells, a masculine

tantalizing than Kate… With Kristen Proby, ski slopes are
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masterpiece in a suit, lures her out of hiding with an irresistible
offer: an exclusive partnership with his international chain of
boutique hotels. Julietta’s been burned before—and trusting her
brotherin- law’s friend, whose powerful gaze alone has her
rethinking the best use of a conference room, is the riskiest
proposition. But with a once-in-a-career chance to take the
bakery global, will she mix stone-cold business with red-hot
seduction?
Baby, It's Cold Outside Simon and Schuster
Chandler Santell avoids men-especially the rich and powerful ones
who believe more in money than people. Desperate to save her
struggling Yoga & Arts Center, her last hope is the most powerful man
in the finance industry, a man reputed to have a "Heart of Steel."
Logan Grant knew he was in trouble the moment Chandler Santell
walked into his office. He agrees to her crazy deal only when she
risks all and guarantees him a profit. Behind the scenes a dangerous
game of love, power and greed begin to play out-a game Chandler
knows nothing about. The payoff is worth millions to the man who can
win Chandler's heart. But is love worth the price?
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